A workshop was held at the IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation, called: "Autonomous Industrial Vehicles: From the Laboratory to the Factory Floor". Nine research papers were presented followed by a discussion session summarized in this paper. The workshop findings are intended to be useful for developing standards within the ASTM F45 Committee for Driverless Automatic Industrial Vehicles. This paper provides feedback from the discussion listing the example organizations in attendance at the workshop and suggests recommendations for standards that evolved from the discussion.
Introduction
A workshop entitled "Autonomous Industrial Vehicles: From the Laboratory to the Factory Floor" was held as part of theInternational Electrical and Electronics Engineering (IEEE) Robotics and Automation Society's flagship International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA) [1] on May 30, 2015 at the Washington State Convention Center in Seattle, Washington, USA. The annual conference is a premier international forum for robotics researchers to present their work. The workshop drew over 60 attendees and participants from many organizations and countries around the world, including: The response from research paper solicitation included topics most closely related to: ASTM F45 background and status, obstacle detection and avoidance, navigation, planning, ground truth measurement in support of AGV test method development, mobile robot and AGV capabilities, and movement of industrial vehicle technological innovations from inception to commercial use. As such, many of the above pre-questions listed were embedded in presentations and post-presentation discussions.
This paper initially discusses the ASTM F45 Committee. Next, the paper discusses previous standards recommendations for ASTM F45, highlights the post-presentation discussions from the ICRA Workshop, and providesupdated recommendations towards standards developments within ASTM F45. Included, from the final Workshop discussion session, are summarized notes collected and formalized into direct F45 committee and subcommittee standards development information.
ASTM F45 Committee
In general, ASTM F45 includes performance test methods and terminology for autonomous industrial vehicles. The committee was formed to dovetail with current AGV safety standards, such as American National Standards Institute/Industrial Truck Safety Development Foundation (ANSI/ITSDF) B56.5:2012, Safety Standard for Driverless, Automatic Guided Industrial Vehicles and Automated Functions of Manned Industrial Vehicles. [3] The F45 scope is as follows:
The development of standardized nomenclature and definitions of terms, recommended practices, guides, test methods, specifications, and performance standards for driverless automatic guided industrial vehicles. The Committee will encourage research in this field and sponsor symposia, workshops, and publications to facilitate the development of such standards. The work of this Committee will be coordinated with other ASTM technical committees and other national and international organizations having mutual or related interests.
The thrust of this effort is towards industrial vehicles. However, autonomous mobile robot developments applied to other industries have advanced vehicle technology and can also provide advancements to the manufacturing vehicle industry. Therefore, test method developments that may provide advancements to other than industrial vehicles should also be considered. 
Previous Standards Recommendations
To date, three initial working documents have been submitted to the ASTM F45 and are being developed by task groups with regards to navigation, docking, and terminology. Recommendations within the navigation document for subcommittee ASTM F45.02 are test methods for both computer aided design (CAD) model point-to-point, line segment, navigation (path following) as well as, simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) navigation (corridor traversal). Figure 1 shows an example of a confined area layout for a navigation test method. CAD model commanded navigation is more traditional for AGV's whereas SLAM is more recently implemented in some AGV's and mainly used in mobile robots. The standard working document allows for various vehicle sizes and capabilities, as depicted in Figure 1 showing example AGV sizes and course lengths for the various vehicle sizes. The blue line depicts the traditional AGV path following while the red lines depict moveable walls to allow SLAM navigation within reconfigurable corridors. Alternatively, open space autonomous industrial vehicle navigation is also described as a test method in ASTM F45.02 navigation working document. Open space tests are described as being simple geometric shaped paths (square, circle, straight line) for the vehicle to navigate.
ASTM F45.02 has also started a working document on docking industrial vehicles with the environment. Again, as with navigation, various size vehicles are exemplified within the document as shown in Figure 2 .
Chapter ASTM F45.02 has also received further recommendations towards standards developments for docking and navigation. Specifically, threequestions were documented and distributed to the committee to foster discussion towards supporting current or developing new working documents:
1. How accurately does the AGV stop at dock/assembly mating locations?  pallets (low or high pick/place) -least accuracy needed  tray stations, ISO lock insertion -more accuracy needed  OR for insertion of pegs (sheet goods, long rods, etc.) into assemblies -high accuracy needed  OR to pick-up/place delicate equipment -high accuracy needed 2. How accurately does the AGV navigate?
 straight or curved paths  Ackerman, all-wheel, or crab/quad steering  what is the tightest turning radius at various speeds  when programmed to make the tight turn, does it actually accomplish it or navigate a different curve?  Between error-correct markers (e.g., inertial, magnets, RFID, etc.)  Between obstacles, racks, other infrastructure 3. What does it do when it senses a human vs. another obstacle?
The ASTM F45.91 subcommittee task group has started working on a terminology document to define typically used terms of the AGV and mobile robot industries. Initial document development began with terms defined by three organizations: ANSI/ITSDF, Material Handling Industry of America [4] , and International Standards Organization (ISO) ISO/FDIS 8373:2011 [5] .
Additional questions and parameters were also distributed for input and comment from F45.01, F45.03, and F45.04 subcommittees to foster standard test method developments, including:  For example, a remote switch for safety -how reliable is it?  Navigation with and without markers  Don't over-specify how vehicles navigate -should it be metric based? i.e., is it absolute accuracy-based?  Standards for communications interfaces to robots, vehicles, facility sensors  Building integration standard -should there be a working group in this area?
o Similar to elevators, fire doors o Standards that allow robots to adapt to the facility, including communicating with any of the facility components  Standard data sets of facilities -warehouses, hospitals, etc. used to allow manufacturers to develop and test their vehicle systems prior to integration into facilities  Standard benchmarks and standard testbed to support this industry  Integration of multiple-vendor components and robots o There is not one vehicle, robot system and therefore need to demonstrate integration from multiple manufacturers o Eliminate friction to adoption of autonomous vehicles by providing open source  Develop generalized test methods to test the relevant part or activity of the system so that the component, system, etc. performance can be measured as compared to the task o Can't test every possible combination of the system as compared to a task, therefore generalize the test method to capture most important aspect  ASTM E54.08.01 [6] and other standards can be used as a good model for vehicle performance standards development.
The workshop presentations and closing discussion provided several areas that have not been previously considered towards standards developments. The enthusiasm of the workshop presenters and attendees
